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BIPIN JC - Clear

* The smallest halogen lamps.

* Clear version.

* Ample choice of power and voltage: from 6 Volt to 24 Volt.

* Working position: universal.

* Axial (vertical) spiral filament for an ideal orientation of light (except 24V Bipin, having
horizontal filament).

Item Characteristics

Colour

31 mmLenght

9 mmDiameter

3000 KColour temperature

ClearType of lamp

320 LUMENRated Flux

320 LUMENNominal Flux

1,66 ALamp Current

G4Base

20 WNominal Power

12 VLamp Voltage

01947Code

Performance

33 WEquivalence with incandescent lamp

CEnergy Class

2000 hLifetime

100Irc/Ra

Tech Info

2009/125/CE ;2011/65/UE ;244/2009
;859/2009 ;EN60432-3;

Fulfilled Directives and norms

80LLMMF - Lamp lumen maintenance
factor

<0,2sLamp start time

Instant Full LightWarm-up time up to 60 % of the full
light output

1Power Factor

25000Number of ON-OFF cycles

AxialFilament

YESOpen fittings

YESUV Stop quarz bulb

360°Operating Position

YESDimmerable
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Shipping info

8011905701024Master barcode

8011905011949Item barcode

20 pzPack
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